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THE GREAT
DEBATE

MIRROR
One of the most hotly contested topics in the
bathroom is the shaving or medicine cabinet.
Whether or not to include this often unbecoming
extra storage space is controversial with both
designers and homeowners — but it doesn’t have
to be.
One of the main reasons this cabinet is often
disliked is due to its bulky looks. Big and chunkyframed units can feel cold and lack style, with some
so shallow that they even lack functionality. But a
well-organised cabinet can be the key to smoother
mornings and evenings in what should be one of
the most relaxing rooms in the house. So is there a
compromise? The mirror cabinet from BelBagno is
the perfect solution to this problem.
With adjustable-height shelving, this cabinet
allows you to stand your bottles, creams and
tubes upright, which many drawers simply do
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not accommodate for due to lack of depth. But
this mirror cabinet’s functionality does not end
there. BelBagno cabinets come with a built-in
power point, allowing you to charge your electric
toothbrush while still keeping it tucked away and
out of children’s reach.
And if you’re in need of the sink late at night,
the BelBagno is there to save your eyes from the
bright rays of the overhead light. Simply swipe your
hand under the cabinetry (yes, no buttons and no
fingerprints!) to turn on the bottom LED lights, or
open the door and the internal LEDs will illuminate.
But the things we like most about this BelBagno
cabinet are the looks — stylish and sophisticated
— and the price. This aluminium double-glazed
product is surprisingly affordable, so there will be
no debate when it comes to replacing your existing
unit and purchasing this one for your new build.
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